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                                                Tour Highlight  

This tour package is for the repeat passenger, a small group of friend, a small 
group of company outing the passenger who know Bangkok very well and 
wanted to stay in the hotel which is in the local residential area where the local 
people stay & eat and nightlife. Tour will visit to  Train Market, 
Damnoensaduak Original Floating Market, Local Food  Market, Wat Pho, 
Chocolate Ville. Touch of the different with our special Bangkok "unseen 
package" 
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                                               Travel Itinerary 

Day 1 : Arrival Bangkok 
  Arrival Bangkok, meet our Guide at airport representative at our meeting point 

then transfer to Hotel for check  in  
  Overnight at hotel 

Day 2 : Train & Floating Market (B' fast/ Lunch / Dinner) 
  After B' fast, Drive to Mekong railway market to see the train market or 

umbrella market, imagine a lot of people walk and buy a daily product as 
vegetable, fish, squid and fresh seafood and grocery then train pass through to 
Maeklong Station, only waiting for a few minutes they move their customer, 
goods once the train pass, all the shops start to sell all the goods again. After 
see the unseen market, tour continued to visit the original floating market, 
rides motorboat to see the Thai Life, Thai Village people, Fruits Farm. Have 
lunch at Floating market then back to Bangkok visit to Gem Gallery where the 
souvenir are for sale. 18:00hr Pick up to Thai Dinner.  
Overnight in Bangkok  

Day 3 : Bangkok Fullday Bangkok Sightseeing  
      (B' fast / Lunch /Own Expenses Dinner at Choccolate Ville Bangkok) 
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  This morning tour start to Wat Pho "The Reclining Buddha Temple , one of 
Bangkok's oldest temples. Arrive early and witness the daily chanting ritual of 
the resident monks, exclusive just for you! Did you know that this is also did 
you know that this is also the birthplace of traditional Thai massage? Also in 
the premise is a large reclining Buddha statue. Grand Palace complex. Here, 
you'll see glittering temples with opportunities to learn about the Royal 
Family. Evening pick up to Dinner at Chocolate Ville(Own Expenses for 
Dinner).  
Overnight in Bangkok  

Day 4 : Free day till pick up time to airport for flight back home or you may 
extended stay in Thailand. (B' fast) 

***Itinerary can change by appropriate*** 

Inclusions 

 3 nights accommodation in hotel 
 Tour, Meals, Transport as travel itinerary. Special meal such as Halal / 

    Indian / Vegetarian can requested upon confirmation of the reservation 
 Tour service by private Van with English speaking tour guide assistance 

 


